USS Vesuvius, NCC-71985
Episode 9

A Pretty Package With A Mystery...

The gallant crew of the U.S.S. Vesuvius was enroute to Gamma Trianguli VI for some much needed shoreleave when they were rerouted to met with the U.S.S. Sequoia for a transference of Corophizine bound for Sarius III.

Shortly after the medication was delivered to Sarius III, the U.S.S. Vesuvius received an automated distress call from a Bajoran ship. The Captain of this ship was very uncooperative refusing aid from the Vesuvius.

When the U.S.S. Vesuvius  was about to depart and return to Sarius III, a Bird of Prey de-cloaked firing on the Bajoran ship again. The Captain then decided it was time to ask for help. After aid was given, the Captain collapsed and was transferred to Sick Bay.

The Captain, a Pakled named Rex'Mem, was wanted by many for crimes against the Bajoran people.  By order of Starfleet Command he is being held in the brig awaiting transference to Starbase 64 near Sarius III.

A switching device was secured and the CSO was inspecting the two, silver-shaped balls when one of the balls opened.  A light mist emerged then disappeared.  She is currently in sickbay pending release to full duty.

Various malfunctions have been reported from around the ship. As of yet, there are no explanation of these malfunctions.

The Executive Officer was called away from the bridge, leaving the CTO in charge.

The Vesuvius is about 2 hours from returning to Sarius III.  There have been no answers to any hails from the ship…

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

FCO Lorehani says:
:: At flight control keeping a close eye on the engines.  It won't do them any good dropping out of warp for no reason again ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: In sickbay ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Sits on the biobed in sickbay wondering what all the fuss is about and watching the Captain from the rear ::   Self: What a man!!!

CEO Davis says:
:: In Main Engineering at the systems display table, overlooking the various malfunctions that have been reported in the past few hours ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Covers her mouth and thinks ::   Self: Did I say that?

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO: What's our ETA?

Host CO Kelson says:
MO: So Doc, what do you think is causing the glowing in Ms. Lane?

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Still on the bridge at the tactical station ::

MO Kutcher says:
CO: Unknown sir.

FCO Lorehani says:
CTO:  We got another 2 hrs Ma'am.  I can increase warp if you like but with the malfunctions it maybe an iffy thing to do.

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO: I think you're right.  We're probably lucky to be maintaining warp.
:: Grins ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Brings up real-time data for the Main Computer Core, hoping to gain some insight as to the source of these system errors ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Checks tactical sensors ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CTO: If we can't we can always get the good Chief of Engineering get out and push.   ::Turns with a grin and winks then goes back to her console ::

OPS Naug says:
CTO: Still haven't been able to reach the planet surface

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO: Ah.  Plan B.

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Computer, run a level three diagnostic on the Main Computer.  Note any problems immediately, and also record them on the screen here.

Host CO Kelson says:
CMO: It seems her entire face goes blank when it happens.  Like something is keeping her consciousness from being.

CSO Lane says:
:: Waits impatiently for someone to talk to her ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Touches the screen with the computer core data so the computer knows ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  The lights on the bridge suddenly dim and there is a display of colored lights dancing around the bridge...

MO Kutcher says:
CO: It could be…I'll have to run some scans

CTO Kyrron says:
OPS: And it's not our equipment right.  The signal is getting there?

CSO Lane says:
CMO/CO: Hey remember me?   :: Motions to them ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Looks at the lights ::   *CO*: There is something odd going on here, Captain.

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Of course Ms. Lane

OPS Naug says:
:: Sees the lights go dim and checks power flow and various other things to see what’s going on ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: The lights dim and she sees the dancing color ::   All: Now that is interesting.   :: Pulls out a tricorder from underneath her console and scans ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: I'm sorry Hope.  I'm just trying to get to the bottom of all this.

OPS Naug says:
CTO: This is only localize to the bridge ma’am.  Don't know what’s going on

CSO Lane says:
CO: I understand Sam, but I tell you, I'm just fine.

CEO Davis says:
:: Studies the console, hoping to will the source of the problems right out of the computer if he has to ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Trying to figure out what the weird lights are ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  The lights return to normal on the bridge

CTO Kyrron says:
OPS/FCO: What was that?

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: What happens if you blank out again on the bridge in a critical moment?  I can't take that chance right now.

MO Kutcher says:
CO: I'm going to do a scan of Ms Lane and then I'll report to you.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Sees the lights go back to normal and frowns ::   CTO: Just checking the tricorder readings now.

CSO Lane says:
CO: But Captain....

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Humor me at least until the Doc checks the scans...

FCO Lorehani says:
CTO: Nothing odd on the tricorder readings Ma'am.

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Do I have to fully relieve you of duty to do these scans.

OPS Naug says:
CTO: Ma’am, I can't figure it out either

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Nods at the FCO ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Not seeing anything coming out of the on-going diagnostic, he sidesteps over to the wall display and brings up the log of actions from the computer core and the reported malfunctions, wondering if it is the core that is causing this ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles and winks ::   CO: Ok, but I am doing so under protest.

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO/OPS: Another malfunction maybe?

FCO Lorehani says:
CTO: Who knows...You know I wonder if we have a ghost on board...

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks at the doctor ::   CMO: Oh go ahead and do your scans.   :: Pouts ::

OPS Naug says:
CTO: Don't know, I can contact the engineering chief and see, but I'm not getting anything here

CTO Kyrron says:
OPS: Report it at least.

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: I wouldn't expect it any other way.   :: Smiles ::

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO: Do we have any telepaths on board?

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  The lights in sickbay dim and the colored lights begin to dance around there

Host CO Kelson says:
CMO: Let me know the findings.  I'll be on the bridge.

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: We just had an experience here on the bridge, did you read anything down there, I didn't get anything on my board

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Stops and watches colored lights ::

CSO Lane says:
All: What's that?   :: Looks at the lights dancing around ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Continues down the list ::

MO Kutcher says:
CO: Yes sir…

FCO Lorehani says:
CTO: Probably, but Mr. Naug would be better acquainted with that since he has the access to the personnel records as in room assignments and that.  I only got on board just before the two of you and haven't met many of the crew yet.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Grabs tricorder to take readings ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Smiles ::   FCO: I didn't realize.  You seem so at home.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The lights in sickbay return to normal

MO Kutcher says:
:: Looks back ::   CSO: Would you lie down please

MO Kutcher says:
:: Wonders what that was ::

MO Kutcher says:
Self: hmmm…ODD!

CEO Davis says:
:: Moves to his side and examines the Bridge's systems, noting a power fluctuation in the Bridge's EPS trunk ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Looks at tricorder for any information ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Grins ::   CTO: It's my bubbly extroverted nature.  It's misleading
:: Chuckles ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Hears the FCO and CTO conversation about telepaths, and pulls the roster up ::   CTO: Looking it up now

CTO Kyrron says:
OPS: When you have a minute, could you contact any telepaths on board and find out if they are sensing anything unusual.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Laughs ::

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: Yes, I see where there was the secondary cause, but I'm still not sure what the deal is.

CSO Lane says:
:: Jumps off the bed ::   CO: Ok, now that was weird.

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: You can reactivate the Main Computer.  That doesn't seem to be the source of this.

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: So you saw that?  That's a good sign.  No blanking out during that light show.

MO Kutcher says:
CO: I'd like to run a neural scan

CSO Lane says:
CO: I saw it.

CSO Lane says:
CMO: A neural scan?

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: Thank you, I'll start the power up here in just a minute

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: I better get to the bridge.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Turns to go out of sickbay ::

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: Not a problem.  Keep me appraised of any other malfunctions.  Main Engineering out.

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles ::   CO: See you there soon Sam.

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Just to see if I can pin point how come your seeing what your seeing

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Keeps checking the tactical readouts ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Puts out a general call to the telepaths to report anything unusual ::

CSO Lane says:
CMO: But whatever was going on has stopped. I feel perfectly normal.

CEO Davis says:
:: Steps back over to the two lists, immediately closing the data lists and then looking at the results from the diagnostic, which show no problems ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  The intercom begins to play a song from Earth...a disco song called "Staying Alive"...

CTO Kyrron says:
OPS: What is that racket!

OPS Naug says:
:: Starts the process for powering up the main computer ::

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Well I'd like to be sure just on the safe side   :: Looks up at the intercom and starts dancing ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Checks the engines once again and crosses her fingers and toes.  Would cross her antenna if it didn't look so weird ::   All: What is that noise!?  Who in their right mind calls that music?

OPS Naug says:
:: Growls at the gaudiest noise ::

Host CO Kelson says:
*CTO*: Captain to Commander Kyrron.  We've had a strange occurrence down here in sickbay.  Colored lights out of nowhere.  Any activity up there?

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks up ::   CMO: You have music in here now?

CEO Davis says:
:: Hears the music from the intercom ::   Self:  Well, that ain't right…

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves into turbolift ::

CTO Kyrron says:
*CO*: Same thing happened here Captain.

OPS Naug says:
:: Shuts off the intercom and tries to pinpoint were it come from ::

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Apparently.  Lay down and lets get this over with

Host CO Kelson says:
*CTO* Alright...I'm on my way to the bridge now.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The music continues, OPS is unsuccessful

CSO Lane says:
:: Starts bopping to the beat ::

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO/OPS: That's awful.

CSO Lane says:
:: Lays down ::   CMO: Good beat huh?

FCO Lorehani says:
All: Sheesh if you guys wanted music, you could always ask to borrow my Andorian Folk Songs.  Now those are toe tapping ditties.

OPS Naug says:
:: Shuts down all comm, exp. comm badges, and continues to try to pinpoint it ::

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Very good…

OPS Naug says:
CTO: I'm working on it

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The music suddenly changes to a tune called, "Do you really want to hurt me..."

CEO Davis says:
:: Sets the computer to record any power fluctuations such as the one that was just on the Bridge, but also asks the computer to list any that occurred in the past twelve hours; several hits come up, including three in the last ten minutes ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Exits turbolift to bridge ::

MO Kutcher says:
:: Looks up ::

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Is that music coming from the intercom?

CSO Lane says:
CMO: I don't like that one as much. Can you change it?

OPS Naug says:
:: Checks for any subspace transmission of any kind that could be doing it or any transmission at all ::

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Computer, disable all musical selections contained within the Computer until further notice.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Looks at OPS hoping he has some explanation for the CO ::

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  The music suddenly stops

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Breathes a sigh of relief ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Mr. Naug, is there some explanation for the unauthorized use of the intercom?

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: I guess I don’t have to...   :: Grins ::   …and the scan showing nothing out of the ordinary.  Everything seems to be back to normal for you so I'm going to release you to full and active duty

CSO Lane says:
CMO: Well you didn't have to stop it.   :: Pouts again ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Transfers results of search to his office, then heads over and sits down at the console directly in front of the Warp core, checking to see what triggered the music to play ::

CTO Kyrron says:
FCO: What's our ETA now?

OPS Naug says:
CO: No sir there isn't, it just came on and wouldn't shut off, even after I turned off the comm

CSO Lane says:
CMO: I tried to tell you I was fine.

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: I didn't.

CSO Lane says:
CMO: You didn't?

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: We just had to be sure…now get your butt outta here before I change my mind and keep you.

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: So you are saying someone may have control of our intercom system.

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Checks her chronometer ::   CTO: I've got here, 1 hour and 30 minutes

CSO Lane says:
:: Stands up ::   CMO: Well I better get to the bridge and see if I can help find out what's happening then. May I go now?

OPS Naug says:
CO: Well sir, if they do then they have more then the intercom sir, I can't find anything wrong.  I have tried to trace it or pinpoint it…it just happens

MO Kutcher says:
CSO: Yes you may…double time it or I just may change my mind so you can keep me company!

CEO Davis says:
:: Computer shows no signs of access to the song files, at least the file that ended up being DJ'd all over the ship; however, a power surge is detected at this point ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Grins ::   CMO: One butt being removed to the bridge doc.   :: Waves and hurries out ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: We can receive some odd sort of music from who knows where but we can't even raise an entire planet only a scant hour and a half away?  I need some answers.

OPS Naug says:
CO: But engineering is aware of the problem and is working to solve it

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods to OPS ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Jumps in the nearest turbolift ::   Computer: Bridge please.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Thinks that answers would be good.  Too bad she doesn't have any ::

FCO Lorehani says:
OPS: Naug, don't mean to tell you your job, did you check for external jamming?

Host CO Kelson says:
*CEO*: Captain to Lt. Davis.  What's the status on the malfunctions?

OPS Naug says:
CO: Sir, I have no explanation.  I have been running a continuous hail the whole time, and it doesn’t seem to be us that is the problem

OPS Naug says:
:: Leans over a little ::   FCO: Yes I have…I have tried everything to no avail

CEO Davis says:
*CO*: All the problems in the last few minutes have occurred simultaneously with EPS surges in the nearest EPS trunk.  What the cause of these surges is, or how they are causing such specific system errors, is beyond my knowledge at this point…

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Thank you, Mr. Naug.  Carry on.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Devotes all her attention to watching the sensors ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Shakes head and wonders what the heck could come next ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Enters the bridge and walks to science one smiling over at the Captain ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Ponders a moment ::   OPS: Oh man, my Ghost theory is sounding better all the time.  Too bad they give me the heeby jeebies.

OPS Naug says:
FCO: You believe in that

Host CO Kelson says:
*CEO*: Can you tell if it's from inside or outside the ship?

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Nods at the CSO as she enters the bridge ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Smiles at Kyrron ::   CTO: Commander, anything I need to know?

FCO Lorehani says:
OPS: I think there are things we cannot explain.  I think some spirits get stuck and can't find their way home.  Like for example you Klingons to Sto-Vo-Kor...

OPS Naug says:
:: Checking on the status of the computer core power up…just a few more minutes ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Doc cleared you, Commander Lane?

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Doesn't know where to start ::

CEO Davis says:
*CEO*: There's nothing from outside the ship that's accessing the EPS network.  Unless it's some sort of random magnetic disturbance or non-random source that I can't detect, it's inside.

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks at Sam ::   CO: Yes sir, cleared and fit to resume my duties.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Shrugs ::   CSO: Okay...carry on.

OPS Naug says:
FCO: Ghost stories are for the week, Sto-Vo-Kor is a place for warriors

CTO Kyrron says:
CSO: We've picked up a ship on sensors a couple of times but it vanishes...than there has been all the strange malfunctions.  Plus no response to our hails from the planet.

CEO Davis says:
:: Scans the area surrounding the ship, double-checking this notion ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Glad to hear it, by the way...   :: Smiles ::

CSO Lane says:
CTO: That is strange.

FCO Lorehani says:
OPS: Unless that warrior needs to impart some information necessary for the living.

Host Sheri says:
ACTION:  The CSO's face goes blank as the lights dim throughout the ship and the colored dancing lights return with the music, "Staying Alive"

Host CO Kelson says:
*CEO*: That narrows the search.  Thank you Mr. Davis.  Kelson out.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Stares at the CSO as all the weirdness occurs ::

CEO Davis says:
Computer: Computer, remove all music files from the primary computer core and store in isolation on the secondary computer core.

CSO Lane says:
:: Stares straight ahead looking at the Captain yet not looking at him ::

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Not again...Find the source of this!

OPS Naug says:
:: Reacts to the lights running everything imaginable to figure it out, internal sensors outside scanners ::   CO: Working on it sir

Host Sheri says:
ACTION: The CSO's mouth begins to move...a strange sound begins to come forth

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Turns as the Capt yells.  Sees the CSO ::   CO: Capt I think we found our source   :: Points to the CSO ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Continues to stare in disbelief ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Looks to CSO ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Pulls out her tricorder again and begins to scan ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Speaks ::   All: Werisje jikell skmus

CEO Davis says:
:: Swears at the console in front of him, wondering why it couldn't just play Bizet's Farandole instead of whatever hideous musical selection it has conjured
up ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Recognizes the blank look ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Looks at the CSO and runs internal ship sensors on the CSO to see if there is anything coming from her ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves to CSO ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Runs that through the universal translator ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Turns her around ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Continues ::   All: Mushal liskej oujiak

FCO Lorehani says:
CO: Capt, her alpha patters are skewed...

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Hope...Hope...It's me Sam.

OPS Naug says:
FCO: I concur.  I got the same thing

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: Any idea what she is saying?

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Walks slowly towards the nice lady continuing to scan ::  CO: Actually more then skewed...different.

CSO Lane says:
:: Eyes fixed ::   All: ykisla kemmo wowigd

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Turns ::  OPS: Do you detect a possession within her?

OPS Naug says:
*Sickbay*: Emegency…doctor to the bridge

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: How different?

FCO Lorehani says:
CO: Extremely different.  It's as if its not her.

OPS Naug says:
FCO: Nope   CO: I've got a different set of brain patterns then should be in her head sir

CTO Kyrron says:
All on bridge: The universal translator can't make heads or tails of what she is saying.

CSO Lane says:
All: Jilka rache?

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Darn it.  I knew it was something like that.   :: Moves CSO to extra seat next to command ::

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Reaches the CSO and touches her shoulder to see if she reacts ::

Host CMO Lau says:
*OPS*: On my way...    :: Leaves sickbay headed towards the bridge ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Scans reveal no detectable outside source, so he returns to searching the inside of the ship for an explanation. Begins a level four diagnostic on the warp core while studying the most recent fluctuation ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Repeats ::   All: Jilka rache?

OPS Naug says:
CO: Doctor on the way sir

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION:  The music begins to change randomly to various songs

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Taps her on the face as she would someone who is in hysterics or passed out ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Listens to what she says and runs it through the computer library to try to decipher it ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Thank you, Mr. Naug.  Try to shut that infernal noise off please.  And the lights while your at it.  This is no Orion Syndicate tavern...

CSO Lane says:
:: Seems to be looking at the view screen ::   All: Jilka rache tarum?

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Mutters ::   CO: I thought my counselor days were over.  She is not reacting to external stimuli.

OPS Naug says:
:: Works on shutting the music down and engaging emergency lights to no avail ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Hears the change and wonders if there's a connection between the surges and the part of the computer core that contains musical selections; hoping to experiment, he manually deletes all musical files from the onboard computer systems ::

OPS Naug says:
CO: I'm unable to shut it down sir and lights will not change

CEO Davis says:
:: Monitors the data trunks holding this information in the core, hoping to see the problems either stop or change ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Holds CSO's hand ::   CSO: Hope...come on now...come on back to us.

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION:  The lights on the consoles begin to flash.  The flashing does not affect the consoles

CEO Davis says:
:: Registering more and more malfunctions now for some reason ::

Host CMO Lau says:
:: Arrives on the bridge and moves to the CSO ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Resets both the ODN and EPS trunks that are dedicated to the Bridge and its subsystems ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Blinks ::

FCO Lorehani says:
CO: We need to break whatever has a hold of her....

Host CMO Lau says:
:: Takes out a tricorder and begins to scan her ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves aside to let the doctor examine Hope ::

OPS Naug says:
Self: What the…?   *CEO*: What is going here?  Everything is going haywire.  I can't control it from here, can you do anything

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Suggestions?

FCO Lorehani says:
FCO: I could haul off and slug her see if I get a reaction.  If I were still a counselor, I would try to communicate with whomever is possessing her, but Naug doesn't detect another being.

Host CMO Lau says:
:: Has an intense look on his face as he scans the CSO while listening to the gibberish ::

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: I'm not having much luck myself.  Is there anything on the Bridge that has changed in the last few minutes that is causing the increase in malfunctions?  

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Overhears the comm ::   OPS: The CSO came onto the bridge.

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: I don't think violence will solve this problem.

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: The CSO is not herself but the doctor is working on her

FCO Lorehani says:
CO: Not so much violence, but an attention getter.

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: Wait...when did she arrive on the Bridge?  Approximately..

CSO Lane says:
:: Stands slowly and looks around ::   All: Jilka rache tarum? Osha mighe!
:: Raises her arms and points ::

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: We think maybe the CSO might be possessed

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Looks to where she is pointing ::

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: Just a few minutes ago

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: The music stops

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Looks to where the CSO is pointing ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Follows the CSO's Point ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Points to the screen and repeats the same phrase ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Did you have anything to do with that, Mr. Naug?

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: Hold on.

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: Anything out in front of us in space?

OPS Naug says:
CO: No sir I didn't; I haven’t been able to do anything

FCO Lorehani says:
CO: The only other thing you can do is to try and follow what she is trying to do.  Let her lead us to where she wants.  Maybe once whatever is possessing her reaches that point they will let Cmdr Lane go.

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: I'll check, Captain.   :: Checks short-range sensors ::

CSO Lane says:
All: Where...uoila...human...nomse

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: The lights continue to flash on the consoles...

CEO Davis says:
:: Notices the music is off; now, he moves the computer instructions for light control to another section of the core, hoping that the source of this is accessing the same parts of the computer core repeatedly, for whatever reason ::

Host CO Kelson says:
All: That was some English...

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: Sounded so Captain.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Listens for more discernable words ::

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION:  The lights on the consoles begin to flash in the color of blue and pink

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: The primary core should be online by now if that will help.  But I can't tell with the consoles blinking like they are

CSO Lane says:
:: Walks to the screen and points ::   All: No...tarum...now...he...mushet

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Turns and looks at the lights ::   OPS:  Naug I wonder, is there a pattern to the lights?

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: It is.  The consoles are blinking?

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Seems like only two colors...

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: Yes, but don't seem to be dong anything, blinking blue and pink to be precise

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves down with CSO ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Snaps fingers, but tries something else; he reinitializes all consoles on the Bridge, and also attempts to move their operating instructions around in the computer core, though he doubts this will work ::

OPS Naug says:
CO: You’re right captain, we are working on it sir, the chief is trying to see what he can do

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: What is it, Hope...What are you trying to tell us?

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: There is nothing unusual on sensors, external or internal.

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: Thank you, Commander.

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: The consoles continue to blink in blue and pink

CSO Lane says:
:: Bites her lip and tries again ::   All: Where is...Jilka rache...he comes...tarum

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: If you tried anything it didn't work

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Having gotten out of the way of the doctor she moves back to her console ::  Self: Remember Lorey you know flying.

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: And the blinking lights are not affecting the operation of the consoles, correct Mr. Naug?

Host CMO Lau says:
:: Continues to scan the CSO as she moves ::

OPS Naug says:
CO: Yes sir, they are just blinking, nothing else.  The ship it self isn't effected

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: Try having Commander Lane leave the Bridge to see if it stops the special effects on the consoles, if you can.

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Okay...Jilka rache...Maybe a name?

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: I'll tell the captain

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Someone check databases for such a name.

CSO Lane says:
:: Moves to the OPS console ::   All: He...comes, talk human...rache tarum.

OPS Naug says:
CO: Sir, Mr. Davis suggests moving Ms. Lane off the bridge so maybe we cab get control back

OPS Naug says:
CO: Working on it sir   :: Runs the name though the ships library::

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Maybe this entity is trying to contact us through the CSO.

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: I'll take her off the bridge and to sickbay.

CTO Kyrron says:
CO:  "Talk human" she said...possibly.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Moves her to the turbolift ::

OPS Naug says:
CO: Understood,  I’ll continue to run the name through the database if anything comes up I’ll let you know

CSO Lane says:
:: Reaches for the buttons ::   All: Speak humans...I...he together...

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: The ship begins to shake violently

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: No.

OPS Naug says:
CO: STOP

FCO Lorehani says:
:: Grabs onto her console ::

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: She's starting to make sense.

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Nods to OPS ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Stumbles a bit ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Falls before reaching the turbolift ::

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: The shaking stops

CTO Kyrron says:
CSO: You are together?

CSO Lane says:
:: Stops and shakes Sam ::   CO: He...I...travelers...must...uslen jmimwe mowoam!

OPS Naug says:
CO: Let her go sees what she does

CEO Davis says:
:: Looks around, wondering what in the heck is going on; he realizes he is grabbing the console tightly, and finally lets go ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Looks to the CTO ::   CTO: Together...must speak....

OPS Naug says:
*CEO*: We just tried to remove the CSO and I guess you felt what happened

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: She's got me, Mr. Naug.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Nods ::   CSO: Speak human.

CEO Davis says:
*OPS*: I'm on my way.

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Open hail on all frequencies, Mr. Naug.

CEO Davis says:
:: Immediately makes way for the Turbolift outside Main Engineering ::

Host CMO Lau says:
:: Still scanning the CSO ::

CEO Davis says:
:: Enters lift ::

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: See if we can get this entity to speak our way.

OPS Naug says:
:: Opens hail frequencies :: CO: open sir, but who are we calling

CEO Davis says:
Lift: Bridge!

CSO Lane says:
:: Digs her fingers into the Captain's arm ::   CO: Must speak...you...help...rache tarum

Host CO Kelson says:
OPS: Just trying to receive...

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION:  The lights on the side of the bridge where the CSO is at begins to flash pink...the other side is flashing blue

OPS Naug says:
CO: Oh see   :: Channels hail to receive the CSO so we can hear what she might be saying ::

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Looks at the two colors and thinks ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Okay...I'll help.  But we don't know how to help.

FCO Lorehani says:
OPS: I asked you earlier, were you able to discern a pattern to blinking lights?

CTO Kyrron says:
Thinks out loud: He/she...blue/pink...

CSO Lane says:
:: Seems to smile ::   All: Jilka...speak...now come.

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Gives her head a shake ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Come where?  Speak where?  Through you?

OPS Naug says:
FCO: I ran it through but nothing ever come from it; the only thing I can figure is the colors mean something

CEO Davis says:
:: Enters the Bridge and sits down at the Engineering console, immediately activating it and bringing up a schematic of the space right around the ship ::

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: A light mist is seen floating in the ceiling of the bridge

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: I had the same thought, Commander.  But it couldn't be...could it?

CSO Lane says:
CO: Jilka I travelers...you help now.

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: Captain?  Points up at the mist

OPS Naug says:
:: Looks up as a mist appears on the ceiling ::

Host CO Kelson says:
:: Looks up ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: The mist?  The mist is Jilka?

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: The same mist that was inside the silver ball?

CSO Lane says:
:: Points ::   All: He comes. Jilka yes.

Host CO Kelson says:
ALL: Any readings on what this mist is people?

CEO Davis says:
:: Notes that when Lane started to leave the Bridge, a small special distortion appeared extremely close to the ship, which must have accounted for the movement of the ship; however, much like the malfunctions on the ship, the cause of this distortion is unknown ::

OPS Naug says:
:: Turns around and runs a scan on the mist ::

CSO Lane says:
:: Nods ::   CO: You understand? Travelers?

Host CMO Lau says:
ACTION: The Vesuvius enters the Sarius sector...

CTO Kyrron says:
:: Checks internal sensors ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Jilka is a traveler or needs transportation?

OPS Naug says:
CO: Just in case you wanted to know, but we just entered the Sarius sector

CSO Lane says:
:: Shakes her head ::   CO: Together...we...Jilka…I

Host CO Kelson says:
FCO: Enter a standard orbit around Sarius.

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: Sir.  I suggest we stop until we figure out what this is and what it wants.  We don't want to contaminate the planet further.

FCO Lorehani says:
CO: Aye Sir, standard orbit upon arrival.

Host CO Kelson says:
CSO: Jilka is many.

Host CMO Lau says:
:: Still scanning the CSO shaking his head while reading the tricorder ::

Host CO Kelson says:
CTO: On what do you base a possible contamination.  This mist?

CTO Kyrron says:
CO: That and everything else that's been happening.

CSO Lane says:
:: Digs her finger nails in deeper ::   CO: Jilka my...like human...together...one.  You understand?

Host Sheri says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

